A.S. office-seekers speak
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drop procedure

Job Fair flight
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By Rochelle Fortier
SJSU students this fall will probably have only two
weeks to drop a class without getting a "W" for "Withdrawal" on their academic records.
A resolution to change the deadline for dropping
classes from three weeks to two weeks into the semester
was approved Monday by the Academic Senate. The resolution was then forwarded to SJSU President Gail Fullerton, who can either approve, veto, or ignore the resolution.
Fullerton sits on the senate’s executive committee,
which has already unanimously approved the resolution.
In another action at Monday’s meeting, the senate
sent to Fullerton a proposal to change the name of the
Home Economics Building to "Central Classroom."
The change in the deadline for dropping classes was
proposed by Edgar Chambers, SJSU admissions and records director.
"It makes it possible for students to make up their
minds sooner, so other students can get into the class,"
said Theodore Norton, senate chairman.
However, George Sicular, a civil engineering professor, objected. "There’s not enough time to teach and give
an examination to have student make a decision. I’d like
to have a longer period to drop."
"I have concern that this is being ramrodded
through," said Jim Rowen, a student academic senator.
Biology Professor William Tidwell said any changes
in the drop schedule would have to be made by March 15,
the final date for including information in the fall catalog.
Academic Vice President Hobert Burns said the policy addresses the loss of "full-time equivalent students."
The student census taken in the fourth week establishes
the FTES count.
FTES is a statistical measure of the amount of instructional service the university provides. It does not
represent the number of actual students enrolled.
,FTES is calculated by dividing by 15 the total number
of course units taken by students.
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Special allocations will
approve group funding
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Captain Zodiac, alias Stan Finberg, brought his hot air balloon -Starship Zodiac.’ to SJSU Tuesday to
publicize the summer job fair slated for Thursday in the S U. Ballroom See related story on Page 3

Carol Proce

By Janet Cassidy
The Associated Students special
allocations committee will recommend today that six SJSU groups
get a total of $1,970 from the A.S.
general fund.

Activist reveals custody controversy
By Karen Sorenson
Tina Fishman is "a threat to national security."
This is the viewpoint of the FBI, according to Fishman, a revolutionary
activist involved in a controversial child custody case. The FBI sent her a
letter containing the accusation, she said.
Fishman will speak today at 1 p.m. in the S.U. Amphitheater.
Fishman’s speech, entitled "Child Custody When Politics Enter In" is
presented as part of Womyn’s Week.
She will present her viewpoints on the custody case involving her daughter Rive which has received national attention.
Temporary custody of Rive was granted to her ex-husband Ted Fishman, a Lockheed Missile and Space Company employee of Redwood City, in
August of 1981 and again in December of last year.
Fishman said she filed a notice of appeal one week ago and will formally
appeal when she receives the court transcripts from the last hearing.
Fishman said she believes her daughter was "kidnapped" from her because of her political beliefs.
In her speech, she will relate the case to the traditional role of women in
the home. She said the government is punishing her because "They don’t
want to see women on the front lines of revolutionary activities. They want
to keep women in the traditional role."
Fishman calls herself a "revolutionary internationalist."
"I am a supporter of revolution on a world-wide scale," she said, adding
she is against the dominance of the United States and the Soviet Union.
"They are going to use my case as a precedent in the ’805 for taking
away children of people who don’t go along with their program," she said.
Ex-husband Ted Fishman was reported as saying he wasn’t suprised his
ex-wife saw broader political motivations involved in the custody case.

Meet The Editors
The first "Meet the Editors" of the spring semester, originally
scheduled for noon today in the Associated Students chambers, has been
rescheduled for noon Friday in the A.S. chambers. Meet the Editors is an
opportunity for readers to express their views directly to the editors of
the Spartan Dinh;

Having the students drop a week earlier would help
stabilize the FTES count by the fourth week, Burns said.
He said many students take classes without any intention of keeping them.
Patricia Farrow, a student academic senator, said
the students need three weeks to decide how well they are
doing. She said the senate should think about extending
the add period instead.
The current policy states that classes dropped during
the two-week "free" drop period will not result in a
being put on the report card. To drop classes after that requires the approval of the instructor and the department
chairperson, and will place a "W" on the academic record.
The new shortened drop period will fall on the last day
students can request refunds.
In other senate actions:
The senate approved and sent to Fullerton a resolution changing the name of the Home Economics building
to "Central Classroom."
Norton said Andrew Hughy, dean of Applied Arts and
Sciences, and the department chairmen in the building
asked for another name to reflect its present function.
The university discontinued the home economics department and major in 1978.
A sign or a plaque will commemorate that it was once
the home economics building.
Fullerton explained since home economics was an informal name, it can be changed to another informal
name.
The university currently has a two-year moratorium
on formal name changes involving individuals or geographical designation.
The theater arts department will be the recipient of a
$20,000 endowment from the Gilliand family, Fullerton
said during her president’s report. This money will create
a chair of telecommunications. She said the positon would
be filled with someone from the telecommunications industry.

"If you know her, then you know that everything has to do with what she
believes," he said in a December interview. "Certainly a case that involves
her own kid would be a political matter. There isn’t anything that goes on in
the whole world that isn’t a political matter directly involving her ideology."
Fishman is a supporter of the Revolutionary Communist Party and in
1979 was arrested during a demonstration in Washington D.C. protesting the
visit of Chinese Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping. Fishman and several other
demonstrators who "picketed in support of Mao Tse-tung and the revolution," faced felony charges ass result of the demonstration, she said.
She was involved in the federal case during summer 1981 and it was during Riva’s regular summer visit with her father that she found out he filed
for custody of the child, she said.
"It looked like it was pre-arranged to coincide with the government’s
hearing of the Mao Tse-tung demonstration," she said.
San Mateo County Court Comissioner James Browning granted temporary custody to Ted Fishman because, "an emergency situation due to emotional neglect" existed, he said.
Browning ruled although Rive was well -cared for physically in terms of
food and clothing, her mother’s lifestyle prevented Riva from having "the
more intangible aspects of parenting."
In December, 1982, a hearing was held in the San Mateo County Superior
Court to decide permanent custody of Rive.
Ted Fishman was again awarded temporary custody. Judge Gerald E.
Ragan ruled although Browning’s 1981 reasoning did not constitute a state of
"emergency", custody should again go to the father because it would be
traumatic for Rive to return to her mother without a period of lead time
The government and
Continued on peps 10

The committee voted unanimously to recommend to the A.S.
board of directors that money be
given to the Flying Twenty Club, La
Cosa Neuva radio program, the
SJSU Racquetball Club, the Pre’
Law Association, Israel Action Committee and the Medical Science.
A.S. rules about what activites
the special allocations committee
can fund prevented many groups
from getting all the money they requested at Monday’s meeting, committee members said.
The Flying Twenty Club was
recommended $362, about half of the
amount they asked for. Committee
members said they took into account the fact that the club’s membership, about nine students, stayed
for the whole meeting.
The Pre-Law Association, unable to get allocations last semester,
will be recommended $159 for their
Practice Law Aptitude Test,
Committee members recommended a one-time fund of $322 for
the Israel Action Committee, and requested the group link up with Hillel.the umbrella organization for
Jewish activites, for future funding.
Members suggested that the
SJSU Racquetball Club get $149,
about half of what they requested.
The committee will recommend
that the Medical Science Association receive $135.
The allocation rules determine
which campus individuals, groups
or organizations are eligible for alio-

CalPIRG gets on ballot
The SJSU election board Monday finished vertifying
the 648 signatures necessary to place a consumer advocacy initative on this month’s election ballot.
The California Public Interest Research Group
placed the initative on the ballot, which asks students to
support the group by increasing student fees $3 The inita-

live states the $3 will be refunded to students who do not
want to donate.
CalPIRG, a state-wide consumer group operating out
of seven college campuses, has been lobbying students in
front of the Student Union and dormitories foi support in
the March 16 and 17 elections

cations from the general fund,
according to the Associated Students 1982-83 budget, prepared by
last year’s A.S. board of directors.
One stipulation of not funding
any program or event held beyond a
two-mile radius of SJSU limits funds
for groups like the Flying Twenty
Club and the Racquetball Club.
Neither club is able to hold activities on campus because of a lack
of available faclilities, like an airport runway or a racquetball court,
but the rules must be followed, committee members said.
"For last year’s board of directors, the stipulations were fine, but
for us this is something that needs to
be changed," said Barry Probst,
business affairs director, budget
committee chairman and a member
of the special allocations committee.
Some stipulations are "too
strict," Probst said, in that they
don’t provide enough leeway for
groups who are exceptions to the
rule.
Besides voting on the final 198384 budget, the A.S. board of directors reviews the stipulations and
makes changes if necessary, Probst
said

Weather
There is a chance of rain
Wednesday morning, according
to the National Weather Service,
with a likely chance of rain this
afternoon. Showers are expected
to continue through Thursday,
with cloudy skies for the rest of
Thursday. Highs are expected to
be in the middle to upper 60’s,
with lows tonight in the 50’s
41111
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EDITORIAL

Redeem Japanese internment
United States government has fiThe
nally admitted that it made a big mistake when it forced Japanese American citizens into internment camps during
World War II. These Japanese lost their
land, businesses and jobs.
It is about time that this grave injustice
is brought to its reckoning. It was a needless act based on racism and unfounded
fears.
It was forty years ago that President
Franklin D. Roosevelt signed Executive
Order 9066 sanctioning the mass incarceration of over 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry. Over two-thirds of these people
were born in America.
The excuse that the Japanese Empire’s
attack on Pearl Harbor justified the mass
internment of Japanese Americans is contradicted by the fact that Japanese Americans were not incarcerated en masse in Hawaii.
This grave injustice could not have occurred without prior history of prejudice
and legal discrimination against the Japanese on the West Coast.
The mass internment was deemed unnecessary by the State Department before
the Executive Order was signed. A report,
issued in November of 1941 by special inves-

tigator Curtis Munsen, stated that Japanese Americans possessed an extraordinary degree of loyalty to the United States
and that immigrant Japanese were of no
danger.
President Roosevelt signed the order
despite the objections from Attorney General Francis Biddle, who said it was unconstitutional, and FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, who said it was unnecessary.
General John DeWitt, who is quoted as
saying "A Jap is a Jap...it makes no difference whether the Jap is a citizen or not," issued a series of over 100 military orders applying exclusively to military citizens of
Japanese descent.
DeWitt’s racial views and unfounded
fears of Japanese Americans were instrumental in the decision to incarcerate them,
reported the nine-member commission set
up by Congress in 199 to investigate the relocation. Other individuals including politicians and journalists were cited as contributing to this reprehensible act.
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Editor’s Notebook

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Awards cloud press integrity
Journalists are supposed to be the public watchdog
and the information gatherers in society, devoted to the
cause of presenting news.
If they do their job right, sometimes they’re recognized for outstanding achievement.
Journalism awards are nice to get. They can be
shiny and solid like the Pulitzer Prize or a paper certificate worth little more than the accompanying handshake. Other prizes, such as the World Hunger Media
Awards, offer $100,000 in prizes for journalistic excellence.

By Dan Nakaso
Editor

Everyone likes to be recognized through awards.
But the zeal for honors can cause some to lose sight of
their first objective of conveying information.
One newspaper chain has a motto: "Give the people
light and they will find their own way." Some journalists
would rather have that light shown their way come
judging time.
The entire process often boils down to be nothing
more than a ridiculous, meaningless farce when the
final tallies are counted.
A group of well-meaning editors and scholars sit
down in an often smoke-filled room and dive into the pile
of entries.
For those who feel they have some sort of responsibility to award outstanding entries, they soon find it impossible to do with a group of stubborn, hard-headed oldtimers with opposite views.
The process is long, usually heated and often ends
up as a compromise between differing tastes and preferences.
Hours later the judges emerge bleary-eyed their
throats are chafed, their backs are sore but they have
chosen the winners, and the losers

TALKMAN:
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So the government has finally admitted
that this action was done out of racism and
unfounded fears. It’s about time that the
truth is gotten out in the form of an official
a pology

And on any other day, the top winners won’t even be
in the running given another set of judges. For whatever
subjective, human reason judges have, a story may win
first place accolades one day and come in dead last the
next.
Careers are too short and egos are too fragile to be
crushed by contest defeats. They just don’t mean anything.
A lost prize is hardly cause for the losers to trash
their typewriters and throw away their notebooks.
There’s a greater danger than wounded egos,
though, for those obsessed with honors.
Consciously or unconsciously, they may run or write
stories on contest appeal rather than importance or
newsworthiness.
Critics of the Washington Post said top editors gleefully reached for their Pulitzer applications when they
published the "Jimmy’s World" story by Janet Cooke
that later proved to be fabricated. The story was hardhitting, touching and gripping exactly what Cooke
calculated judges and editors would love, critics said
after the hoax.
The zeal to publish award-winning stories was one
of the factors that allowed such a scandal to occur at the
same newspaper that brought down a U.S. president,
some editors admitted later.
But the blind drive for glory presents other problems. Many awards are nothing more than public relations gimmicks used by industries to promote themselves
I seriously doubt that awards given by bowling organizations, pediatrists, horse breeders or insurance
salesman are judged on any kind of journalistic merit.
The American Express Awards, which give prizes
to the "articles and programs that encourage people to
travel in Canada," are typical.
This year’s prizes included art objects, trips and VI,000 in cash.
Somehow, articles written to promote someone’s
selfish interests hardly rank with the hundreds of hearttugging series that go unnoticed every year.
But hopefully, the readers know the difference.
Dan Nakaso’s column on the media appears every
Wednesday.

Radio opinion
was uninformed
Editor:
I’m interested in finding out how
much research Mr. Reznicek did to
write his article about KSJS. Information in a newspaper should be researched before it goes in print. it
shows poor taste to print a story
without knowing all the facts.
To begin with, KSJS’s numberone priority is to train students for
the radio industry. We meet this responsibility well since so many of
our graduates get good jobs upon
graduation.
Our format is definitely not
"useless" to our audience. In fact,
last week we got a call from a Grecian Health Spa exercise instructor.
He was excited that he found our
station. He told me that from now on
he’ll have his classes dancing and
exercising to the music that KSJS
plays.
According to Mr. Reznicek we
are carbon copies of commercial
stations in the area. If he would have
taken the time to listen to the station, he would discover that we’re
not. Our rock format is a cross between KEZR and KSJO. Friday afternoons we have La Cosa Nuevo
with Latino programming. All weekend long is the creative source. We
play Jazz music unlike any other
local station.
Besdes music we have many
other programs. Every Tuesday
night we’re the only station to cover
the San Jose City Council meetings.
We cover San Jose State news every
day. Campus calendars, entertainment calendars, the list goes on and
on.
Mr. Reznicek should not be calling us "gutless disc jockeys" either.
If he’d look at our accomplishments
and us a little closer he’d retract

that statement.
We are all proud of KSJS. We’ve
been the number one college radio
station for the past two years and
going for three in a few weeks.
Kathi Hunt
Radio/Television
junior

Student excited
about CalPIRG
Editor:
I’m excited that an effective student lobby group, CalPIRG, is trying to get on SJSU. I’d say it’s about
time, because students need their
voice heard in Sacramento, the community of San Jose, and the campus.
Anyone criticizing their $3 fee,
that’s refundable, doesn’t realize
that because of the Lemon Law Cal PIRG got passed, a student could
end up saving $5,000 from a malfunctioning new car. Although students with malfunctioning new cars
may not represent the majority of
CalPIRG members, the measures
trying to regulate skyrocketing utility rates, and ones preventing future
accidents involving toxic waste storage, affect all students and their future children.
I wish people complaining about
the $3 refundable fee would complain about the $230 mandatory increase, that won’t benefit students
with the same fervor.
Linda Orsolini
Nursing
Junior

Giants column
evokes emotion
Editor:
I’ve been reading the Spartan
Daily now for two years. In that
time. I’ve had numerous feelings

occur to me where reading the stories in this newspaper.
I laughed at Jon Swartz’s hilarious movie reviews last year. I
cried when I discovered that Chuck
Beckum wasn’t going to tell us the
name of that character in "Zack"
and "Howie and his Barnyard Pals"
had retired to greener pastures.
Please, come back!
Anyway, I don’t recall a story in
the Daily that I have laughed and
cried about, that is, until now. Lisa
Ewbanles story, "Giants Talk" in
the March 2 edition was great. I
loved every second of that story because, yes, I too, am a devoted diehard of the orange and black. The
thing, though, that was fantastic
about the story was that she is obviously not just an ordinary Giants
fan. Only a true Giants fan would
know Joe Orengo. He, my friends, is
a classic, (To tell you all a secret,
when I die, I want to be cremated
and have my ashes spread over Candlestick Park. I just hope they all
don’t blow away.)
Anyway Lisa, if you ever need
someone to cuddle up with during a
night game in the middle of summer
when the temperature drops below
zero and a slight 45 mph gust of wind
is blowing through your hair, you
give me a call, because as the song
says, "I’ll be there." But not in the
bleachers. I’m not that crazy.
Thanks for a super article
Chuck Hughes
Accounting
senior
All letters must bear the
writer’s name, signature, major,
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan Daily.

What would you do if you found out your best friend was gay?
Asked at various placed around campus.
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I’d accept it, because if
that friend is truly my
friend I’m going to accept
him or her as hear she is.
Julie Dyk ma ns
Art
senior

would probably stop
wearing pastels and talk
about sports a lot.
Ray Seva
Radio/Television
senior

Oh my God. What
would I do? I would probably try not to think about it.
I probably wouldn’t invite
him over for coffee anymore.
Jeff Locastro
Business Management
junior

would try to talk to
him and be understanding.
It’s happened to me before.
I would just try to be corn forting and supporting.
Kevin Coates
Occupational Therapy
senior

They’d still he rn v
friend. I’d just try and un
derstand their sexual pref
erence.
Helen Anstead
Rota ny
senior
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Disney show
draws well,
pleases fans

Job Fair
magnifies
opportunity

Viewers jam cafeteria
By Carrie Hagen
Between 100 and 150 people jammed
into the front part of the Student Union
cafeteria Saturday night to watch the
taping of the new Disney show "Coming
On."
Both the name of the show and the location of taping were changed at the last
minute. The name was previously "Up
and Coming" and plans had been made
to tape in the Spartan Pub.
The camera guys came and looked
at the Pub and decided there were too
many posts that would make it difficult
for shooting," said Judy Hermann, Student Union public relation coordinator.

The audience sat in cafeteria chairs,
stood in the back and sides of the
cramped space, or sat on tables. Some
people had trouble seeing the performers. They either looked into the camera’s
monitors or simply listened.
The host of the show was Jimmy Al leek, a professional comic who kept the
audience entertained both during and between takes. His co-host was James
04306000Thompson, a ventriloquist and
assistant judo coach at SJSU. His partner was Soul-Brother Ricky.
At the end of the show, Thompson
dropped Ricky and the dummy’s head
went rolling. Fortunately, no serious

At the end of the show, Thompson
dropped Ricky and the dummy’s
head went rolling.
The front part of the cafeteria with
the wall paintings made "an excellent
background," Hermann said.
Portions of the show were taped Saturday morning. The main part of the
show started 20 minutes later than the
planned? p.m. time.
While waiting, the audience was
taught how to clap, the audio men took
sound levels and the student hosts, Greg
Ruppert and Tom Laus, practiced their
lines.
Laus flubbed his first introduction
and the scene was done over. Only one
other retake was done during the twohour show.

damage was done.
The show offered a wide variety of
entertainment: singers, mimes, magicians, dancers, and comedians. All of the
acts were well received, and no one in
the audience needed prodding to clap.
"The producers thought the show
was great," Hermann said. "In fact,
they thought it was the best so far."
This was the sixth show taped. Previous shows were taped at San Francisco
State University, Uuiversity of California, Los Angeles, USC, UC Irvine and Cal
State University Northridge.
The new Disney cable channel will
go into operation in April. "Coming On"
will premier in the first week of May.

By Mike Betz
Students
concerned
about finding a job this
summer may discover a
solution to their dilemma
at SJSU’s fourth annual
Summer Job Fair Thursday.
Employers from local
business and industry,
summer camps, social
services,
entertainment
areas, government-related
institutions and employment agencies will be offering about 1,000 jobs,
according to Chuck Balalis, an SJSU career adviser and the fair’s coordinator.
Caesar’s Palace at
Lake Tahoe, Marriott’s
Great America, and Santa
Cruz Seaside are among
the entertainment -related
employers looking for students interested in summer jobs.
Industries now hiring
include Ford Aerospace,
Hewlett-Packard,
IBM,
Intel, Lockheed, Signetics
and Xerox.
Balalis said students
attending the March 10 fair
will receive a detailed list
of the 76 employers who
have booths in the Student
Union. The fair will be held
between 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Last year’s fair resulted in several hundred
job offers and SJSU students earned a combined
total of $442,049, Balalis

said.
to
hoping
"We’re
break last year’s record ol
6,000 students," he added.
The fair is sponsored
by the Career Planning
and Placement Center.
This year the Summer
Job Fair’s theme is "Turnof-the-Century" and placement center staff will be
dressed in the appropriate
attire.
They will be wearing
straw hats, red ties, red
white and blue arm bands,
blue pants and white
shirts.
Balalis recommends
the students ask the employers pertinent questions
and
dressed
be
and
groomed neatly. He said
this does not mean students need to wear a tie.
While students ma
choose to bring a resume
Balalis said it is not re
quired.
students
said
He
should provide employers
with all the needed information and write neatly
when filling out applications.
He also said students
should not stay too long at
one booth.
The job openings at the
fair are for graduate students as well as underclassmen, he added.

Out of date?

Dear Emily:
I don’t want this to sound funny, but since I live in the
dorms and can’t have an animal, 1 really miss my cat at
home. We have a cat that hangs around but he’s not the
same. Do you have any suggestions? I don’t like goldfish. We all need to show affection, not only to people, but
animals too. Thanks.
Signed,
Garfield isn’t enough
Dear Garfield,
First of all, you should be commended on your concern for animals. After carefully examining your "pet
peeve," I’ve arrived at the perfect solution for you. Why
not look in your local phone book and see if you can volunteer your services at an animal shelter or pet hospi-

Dear Emily:
I am hopeless. I want a date, but am too bashful to
ask anyone out. Besides, I figure, I would probably be
turned down. . . and if she accepts, what would we do on
a date?
Help!
Signed,
Lonesome Me
Dear Lonesome:
You are by no means alone. Not only do men get nervous, women do too. Men complain about being the ones
to do the asking, but it is just as hard waiting to be
asked. (Which is probably why so many women are
starting to take the initiative.)
The best solution is to start with a person you are already comfortable with
afriend. If the (A ord "date"
makes you nen ous, think of it as a night out with a
friend. And don’t believe for a second that a rejection is
the end of the world. There are lots of wonderful people
out there, so keep asking.
For a date that will put you at ease, don’t tackle a situation where you will be forced to hold up an in-depth conversation. Instead, go to the theatre, a movie or a sporting event where attention is focused on a third party.
Afterward, go someplace for a bite to eat. There you
can talk and since you’ve just seen a performance together, you’ll have something to talk about. If you feel
inclined to, ask her out again when you drop her off.
Letters to Dear Emily can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel Hall. or to the information center on the first floor of the Student Union

Hyman Ginsburg IL) and Stan Amber, (R) sit in Stan’s hot ak balloon on the ROTC field.
He said many students
have the false impression
the fair is designed only to
find summer jobs for freshmen.
During the fair, the
Student Union walls will be
covered with welcome
signs and balloons, Balalis
said.

NOT
SLOP.

tal? You would then be satisfying your need to show affection while doing the community a great service.

Dorm Pet Dilemma
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Art and nature have combined
to create the beauty. You have our
assurance of the quality and value.

ROCK AND ROLL WEEKDAYS
JAZZ/FUSION WEEKENDS
LATINO MUSIC FRIDAYS
NEW BANDS MONDAYS
CITY COUNCIL TUESDAYS
OLDIES WEDNESDAYS
SPARTAN SPORTS LIVE
AND MUCH MORE ALWAYS!
STUDENT RUN RADIO
FOR THE SAN JOSE COMMUNITY!
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’How to procrastinate tastefully
mommegommumanampapeaw

Correction

ri

Friday’s Daily incorrectly stated that auditions
for a workshop presented
by an ABC-TV casting director would be held
March 26. The correct date
is March 15.
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Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatey, with hint of
mint, it’s a delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it lust one of
six inspired flavors
=
Mt Ittk
from General Food?
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS’ INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at: SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
,052 tlener S coeds CorporiMon

NIN1111,000G
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Summer Jo
Career Planning & Placement would like to thank:
Marriots Great America for donating the Bugs Bunny and
Sylvester the Cat characters.

MARY KAY
COSMETICS

Shriners Clowns for all their help!
Hot Air Unlimited
Stan the Balloon Man
as Captain Zodiac
Pilots Starship Zodiac
Champagne Balloon Flights
Promotions
Stan Fineberg-Commercial Pilot
Phone for more info 379-2122

CentralYMCACamp Leaders
Volunteer and Honorarium
Day, Travel
and Resident
Camps.

Summer
Positions
Available 1 to 11 weeks

ZETA LABORATORIES, INC.
Leaders in
Microwave Subsystems & Components
ATTENTION: Microwave Engineers
Graphic Designers

Advertising Mgr.
Joe Page

ris, Nobu Nodaka, Dora Perez, Mark Pearson, and Kevin
Tyler

554-9931

The Spartan Daily would also like to express our gratitude to
the participants in the Summer Job Fair. We hope it will be as
successful for you as well as for the students here at SJSU.
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*Term Papers
*Thesis
*Technical Reports
*Resumes

1220 MIDAS WAY
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Top Covet of Calif
ts Seeking Salesmen
lot Complete Range
of Metes Hea

333 Cobalt Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Replacements

IBM Information Day 1983

Falco SES is accepting
applicants for career positions in the
Solar Technology & Energy Conservation
fields for our San Jose and South Bay
sections. We will be conducting a special
career night Thursday, March 24, 1983
between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. at our
corporate office in Sunnyvale. For
reservations call John Mack
(408) 733-7595

On Campus for General Proucts Division
San lose Facility

Co-op and Summer Pre -Professional
* Computer Science

* Engineers
EE
ME
IE
Chem. E

CENTER

Wordprocessing Specialists

TOSHIBA SEMICONDUCTOR IUSA) INC

1=11:111=C0
SESinc.

Sales Consultant
Bernie Sinsay

Account Executives: Linda Gardner, Patty James, Joe Mor-

re%

,,ANtAt

Business Mgr.
Kathy Inserra

Section Mgrs.: Allyn Hughes, Mary Jo McKinnon,
Nancy Thompson, and Ken Wagner

PIT tt’ FIT
Flex Hrs.
To $6.50 And Up
Call 12-2 p.m. Only

SANTA CRUZ BEACH BOARDWALK
announces openings for ride
operators, food service operators,
second line security officers,

Visit our booth, or call 298-1717

Special Projects Mgr.
Ed Fong

Job Openings

Please visit our booth.

and many others
for Summer 83!
Call 429-1357.

Job Fair Staff

Part Time, Full Time
Opportunities
8s
Complimentary
Facials
For Info. Call:
272-4650 or
225.1351
..

408-245-2087

CAMPING UNLIMITED
NEEDED:
Travel Camp Director
Camp Director
Asst. Travel Camp Dir.
Asst. Camp Dir.
Cook
Nurse
Aquatic Director
Asst. Cook
For Info. Call:
(415) 938-8431
14151524-7145

* Chemistry
* Physics

EARN $15-$20 AN HOUR
Selling Princess House Crystal

Tomorrow, 3-10-83, 10:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M

Informal

$25 investment FREE

Stop by anytime

to first 25 applicants.
Nes

WE’LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
Military Science 15
"Basic Practicum In
Leadership and Management"
4 SJSU Elective Units ICR/NC)

Put your conscience
to work.

CE

pirg

Part-time hours with full-time pay.
Career opportunities available.
Visit our booth on March 10, or call
Susan Gurney at 926-4607.

California Public Interest Research Group

San Diego

Santa Barbara . Berkeley
Los Angeles
Sacramento

SUMMER RECREATION POSITIONS

mar
IN111

Part Time - Temporary

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That’s when you receive
an officer’s commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYCIU CAN BE.
At San Jose State
See Captain Froberg
Room 310, MacQuarrie Hall
Or Call 277-2985

PLAYGROUNDS TEENS
fIECREATiON LEADER II $400 hr./ 38 h../ s
grounds or teens At least 18 years ot age Minimum
paid or volunteer recreation experience

r/r’l Pl/rs
hours of

500

RECREATION LEADER III 04 55rhour 35 Souls per week Play
grounds or teens Al least 18 years of age Minimum 750 hours of
paid or volunteer recreation experience
RECREATION LEADER IV $ 5.01/hour. 35 hours per week Rey
grounds or Teens At least 18 years of age. Minimum 1,000 hours or
paid or volunteer ee creation experience
All positions redone ability to derect a variety of competitive and non
compeitifive recreational activities Muir be able to plan, organize and
nr..A well to elementary age youth or teenagers

AQUATICS
INSTRUCTOR/LIFEGUARD II 64 08 hour 35 hours per week At
least 18 yews of age Red Cross Advanced Life Saying Certrficare
WSI Certificate preferred
INSTRUCTOR/LIFEGUARD III $4 55/hour 35 hours per week At
least 18 years of age. current WSJ Certificate, at least 1 season of pm
penance with WSII500 hours). CPR and standard first aid certificate
INSTRUCTOR,LIFIGUARCI IV $5 01 hour 35 hours per week A.
least 113 years of age. current WS! Certificate, at least 2 seasons ,E
experience with WSJ 11.000 hoursl. CPR and standard first sod cert.,

All positions require valid Calif elf.. Onver’s License and Social S.’,’.
rity Card Apply Personnel Office Cdy of Sunnyvale. 458 West Div
Sunnyvale Final filing date for PlaygroundiTeen & Aquatic Posit.
March 25, 1983 For more inf ormetron cell 738 5508 Equal Opp,/
’unity Employer

RECRUITERS WILL BE AT THE SUMMER JOB FAIRE
ON THURSDAY, MARCH 10th FROM 1 000 m to
3’00 p m

Sally Moon of Pacific Telephone will keel the San Jose
State University Job Fair on Thursday, March 10, to
answer any questions you may have regarding our
career opportunities.
Sally will be particularly Interested in talking to
engineering and computer Wince students about
general management positions She will also want to talk
to MCA Y and super-achieving Undergrods (those with
top quarter grades and demonstrated leadership
experience) about our teat-track management program
So, turn your future into an exciting place lobe. Stop by
and visit with Sally Moon at the Job Fair and see what
unfolds for you.

Pacific Telephone

Fair ’83
BARTENDERS

GET THE JOB YOU DESERVE

NEED A JOB?

Joblin6 is THE best way to get your name and qualifications
in front of as many potential employers as possible
AT NO COST TO YOU.

SCHOOL

Try Beirteading or C4)0’10111.4

It

V.

SANTA CLARA
BARTENDRIRS SCHOOL
283 NI. 401St. SJ.
L.1.4,

Are
.1, 1,00 0111,,A1

1976 Camerisma Dove

San Jose, Callotni 96124

1gPlacement Opportunities
ular and Work Study Positions Available
i

* Classroom Aides
* Counselor Assistants
* Teachers
Internships are available in:
Social Work; Counseling,
Speech Therapy;
Recreation, Occupational Therapy; Student
Teaching (Special Ed., Elementary,
Secondary, MFCC)
Come by and visit our booth
or call 171-5881

FOOD MERCHANDISE
LAUNDRY WARDROBE
ATTENDANTS
CLERICAL

HOST/HOSTESS
RIDE OPERATORS
SECURITY HOSTS

*These positions are available now both full and part time . . .
* So call today for an appointment or stop by and fill out an application.
Personnel Dept., Marriott’s Great America
*
(408) 496-0141 Monday -Friday 8:30 am 8:00 pm
5:00 pm
Saturdays and Sundays 8:30 am
* An equal opportunity employer
* m/f/h/v.

’,NEE

San Jose
’b ii
2092 Lincoln A% e.
’1 t-7400
569 N. Math ilda

In Nevada 588-3513 .

summer openings:

OTIMESAVERS
MPORai4

Toll free (8001 648-3333

MARRIOTT’S GREAT AMERICA, the Bay Areas ’s cen- *
ter for entertainment, currently has the following*

Come Visit our Booth!
Career Day: March 10th

E

South Shore

A FUN
PLACE TO WORK...

roe Class of ’83 that is As a graduate. you II
be joining thousands of others in the job -hunt
this summer Why not let TIMESAVERS Temporary Personnel help you explore a variety of industries? Well find you jobs in retail, sales, marketing, manufacturing, computer technology
lust to name a few on a temporary basis. Freeof-charge and at top pay Find out which industry is most appealing to you before you make a
long-term commitment Call today’

PINE MILL sewn._

,

Casino & Motel

WANTED:
STUDENTS
WITH CLASS.

Ogiew
Sat.

293-5416

<A4SARS TAH04

(Not an Employment Agency)

34 Tears of Professioaal
Ileputailoss hi Sam Jose
sod Peninsula Area.

For more info. contact:
CAREER PLANNING
277-2277

We have positions available.
Come by our booth
tomorrow, 3-10-83,
at the Summer Job Fair.

3639 Enochs Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 720-0200

JflfiL/IY[TM

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM
3:00
10:00

Spend your Summer
in South Lake Tahoe.

Just mail in a completed JobLine Summary and we will make
the information available to our subscribers through our
computerized data bases. Get a job use JobLine.

Part/ Fall Time Placesseat
State Approved
Parties
3 Classes Daily Moe-Fri.

MARCH 10, 1983

984-50
Santa Clara
4360 Ste%.ere, ( reek fil%

tO_
Aa rnoIti

Oft

ORIAT

***********************************

i.ottage Uniform Shop
of Sumps",

Mr. Tom Brooks

O
sow en amoists
professional wail.
sminks
lob mats
lor that pnlessional look

of the

U.S. Corps of Engineers
(A Federal Agency)
Invites

All Civil Engineering
Majors

Mon.-Fri 10100-5,30
Sat. 10100-S100
(408)245-61112
NO So. Murphy Ay,.
*erode (off Csaise)

VSummer

to Tomorrows lob Fair
Thurs. March ’10, 1983
10 a.m. 5 p.m.
In the Ballroom

Openings

iouthwest YMCA
’ Doy Camp Directors
’ Lamp Counselors
Aquatics Coordinator
And more! Cat Kim
355/126

CAMP
CAWATRE
STAFF
NEEDED
R.N.
COOK.
W.S.I.
COUNSELOR
AINTENANCE

Aowns

GRADUATES

WHY WAIT FOR
A SUMMER JOB
WHEN YOU CAN WORK
NOW?
Apply in Person120 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose, 286-7444
MUST HAVE CAR!!

COME
ON
DOWN!!

Join the Watkins-Johnson
High Technology Team

$z.

A company with two decades of recognized
manufacturing excellence
A product line that puts us at the forefront of today s
microwave electronics technology.
And, a company philosophy that encourages Increasing
responsibility & advancement In an environment
uncommon to the Industry.

Openings exist in our Solid State
and Systems areas for those
individuals with good academic
records, flair for originality,
ability to solve problems and
degrees In the following:

gle
FAST FREE DELIVERY

Sun.-Thur.11am-lam Fri.Satilam-2am

BS, MS or PhD In
ELECTRICAL IL MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
PHYSICS COMPUTER OR MATERIALS SCIENCE

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
Tuesday. March IS

AND WHILE YOU’RE HERE...
WHY NOT PICK UP A PIZZA?

Wed like r, rAlk to you about your career
Contact your placement office to arrange an apputitiot
Birthday Parties
Snot
0

grams

Special I sent’.

MOE
108) 296-1319

Watkins-lohnson locations include Palo Alto, Santa Cruz and San lose. California
and Gaithersburg, Maryland Company benefits include tuition reimbursement
cash bonus, profit sharing/stock plans, medical/dental, and liberal palo
vacation/sick leave and bi-annual performance reviews.
If interview date(s) not convenient.
please send resume to or contact
Peggy ZImmers, Watkins-lohnson
Company. 3333 Hiliview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(415)493-4141. Ext. 2114
Equal opportunity employer m/f/h.

WATKINS -JOHNSON

02:4
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STOP
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TODAY!
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$10.0 off any Pizza
When You Pick It Iii,
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NAME
PHONE

Armadillo Pizza
One

Pi/za Per Coupon ’,I)
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Meet the candidates

ISSUES 8 litl5WERS:
RIC 8.5. ELECT1011

Intercultural Affairs Office
Progressive Students Party ticket.
Macias is a junior majoring in enviornmental studies, concentrating
on the legal aspects of environmental protection. He is a member of University committee on solidarity with El Salvador, MECHA and the Progressive Student Alliance.
Q: What is your opinion on CalPIRG ?
A: I’m for CalPIRG, because I feel that they would promote studentoriented consumer issues.
Q: What is your opinion of the REC center?
A: If the REC center was cheaper and funded through other means
than the Associated Students, then I’d be lobbying for it’s success.At this
point, I just can’t lobby for a project that won’t even be useful
Q: What is your opinion of the planned closing of San Carlos Street?
A: I think that it would be very unwise in terms of the community. By
closing San Carlos Street, ( it lwould only add to that "isolationist" attitude that is pervasive throughout the community.
Q: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in the Academic
Senate giving students more control over instructional funds going to
athletics?
A: Being a past competitive athlete at State, I really saw the inequalities that exist under the scholarship monies and the general monies that
are spent on athletes atlarge on campus.I think academics and athletics should be equally funded, there should not be such a contrast.
Q: How do you feel about fee Increases, and how revenues can be
raised in different ways?
A:Actually there should be a luxury tax in California to fund the
CalState systems. Because there are far more rich people in California
than any place else in the United States.If we could tax the corporations
and at the same time have a luxury tax, I think that we could create
enough revenue to hire more professors and expand the university.
Q: What are your feelings on the law that states that students who
don’t register for the draft can lose their financial aid?
A: I think it’s just sickening. It’s part of the "1984" trip, " big
brother- orientation - register and get your money.

By Mike McGuire
The director of intercultural affairs for the Associated Students, is a
position that deals with issues that concern international students at SJSU.The candidates battling for the position are Elias Macias and Teri
Newton,
YESS candidate, Teri Newton, a junior majoring in social work, feels
that " intercultural experience, as opposed to political experience, is
most important" for this office.Newton has been a resident advisor in the
SJSU dorms for almost two years and she feels that this gives her a good
perspective on the issues.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?
A: The party has chosen to take no stand on this, as it’s up to the student’s vote as to whether or not they want it.Personally, I am for CalPIRG as the $3 fee is refundable and if a student doesn’t want to support
it, they don’t have to.
Q: What is your opinion of the REC Center issue?
A: I support the REC Center, but I’d like to see an investigation into
other means of funding as opposed to raising student fees ) and finding
the best location.
Q: What is your opinion of the closure of San Carlos Street?
A: The city council controls this, but I’d like to see the A.S. petition
the city for closure.This would unify the school and I feel that traffic on
San Carlos is a safety hazard.
Q: What is your opinion of fee increases in relation to the fact that
-sin" taxes can be used to increase revenues?
A:If fees are increased then financial aid must be increased also (
which is self-defeating ) or students would be deproved of their right to
free education.
Q: How do you feel about the recent federal regulations requiring
students who receive financial aid to register for the draft?
A: I personally, feel that any person who breaks a federal law by refusing to support the nation should not receive financial support from the
state.
Elias Macias is running for director of intercultural affairs on the

Business Affairs
By Bob Teeter
The A.S. director of business affairs is responsible
for preparing budgets and working with the businesses
the Associated Students operates, for example A.S.
Earth Toys and the A.S. Bike Shop.
The two candidates running for the office are Sam
Doying and Gabriel Miramontes.
Sam Doying is running for A.S. director of business affairs on the Your Effective Student Support, or
YESS. ticket. He is an international business junior.
Doying is currently A.S. director of student rights
and responsibilities, his most important qualification,
he said, because he has "been able to educate myself
on how the board works." His business background includes working as the manager of a Wherehouse records store.
Q: What changes, if any, would you propose as
business director?
A: I’d like to see the profits made by the different
A.S. businesses reverting to the A.S. general fund.
Right now they go back to the businesses. I’d like to
work closely with the businesses, and try to improve
their businesses. For example, the Bike Shop is in a
bad location and they pay an exorbitant rent of $175 a
month.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?
A:We’re willing to support it to the "max" if the
students support it, and forget it if they don’t. I’m honestly not sure how I’m going to vote.
Q: What is your opinion of the REC center?
A: In the long run, it’s something the students
could grow to appreciate. The only thing I don’t like is
what the students voted for is not what they’re getting.
We can look into alternate funding. I think what we’ve
got now is an overglorified basketball court. I also
don’t agree with the location. I definitely support the
idea of a REC center. ( though).
Q: What is your opinion of the proposed closing of
San Carlos Street?
A: Absolutely. I don’t see how anyone at this university could disagree with it. I think the traffic can be
rerouted. Plus, it’s a safety problem. Somebody’s
going to get harmed someday.
Q: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in the Academic Senate giving students more
control over instructional funding of athletics?
A: If they could expand the stadium and play bigger schools on television, they could increase their revenue by 25 percent. They could eliminate student and
state funding.
Q: What is your opinion of the fee increases this semester and next and the possibility of balancing the
state budget through taxes on "sin items," such as al-

cohol and cigarettes?
A: I don’t believe in "sin" taxes. I don’t smoke and
I don’t drink heavily. On the one hand, students complain that the state is balancing the budget on the
backs of the students. But here again, they’re balancing the budget on a group of people.
Q: What is your opinion of linking financial aid to
whether eligible students have signed up for the draft?
A: I don’t think it was appropriate. I don’t think
the university is the place to punish people. I think it’s
their (the university’s) prerogative to do so. Because
of that, I would abide by it. I would support an alternate policy.
Gabriel Miramontes is running for A.S. director of
business affairs on the Progressive Students Party, or
PSP, ticket. He is an accounting junior.
Miramontes is qualified, he said, because he has
represented the Hispanic Business Association in the
Executive Council of Business Students. He has also
represented Somos RAza at San Jose City College.
Q: What changes, if any, would you propose as director of business affairs?
A: Concerning the Fourth Street parking garage,
I’d like to study what sort of environmental impact it
has on the area. What kind of traffic problems are we
going to have if we close San Carlos Street and (build)
the parking garage? I’d like to have liaison from the
city (council) to State. Right now, I’m learning the office, and during the summer. I’d like to be helping the
students and bringing more students to campus.
Q: What is your opinion of CalPIRG?
A: It’s nice to have that for lobbying Sacrament.
about fee increases and other issues that come up.
Q: What is your opinion of the REC center?
A: I’d like to see it built. It will be nice to have here
on campus
Q: What is your opinion of the proposed closing of
San Carlos Street?
A: If they close off San Carlos, I’d like to see the
impact it will have on traffic.
Q: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in the Academic Senate giving students more
control over instructional funds going to athletics?
A: I’d like to see that too. People can see how their
funds are being spent and exactly where. How many
people know about these things?
Q: What is your opinion of the fee increases this semester and next semester and the possibility of balancing the state budget through taxes on "sin items,"
such as alcohol and cigarettes?
A: That would be good. It’s putting all the pressure
on the students. These taxes would be helpful in reducing the fees.

CalPIRG: The California Public Interest Research Group is a state-wide college
consumer group which represents students/consumers by conducting research and
lobbying legislators. Opponents are opposed to another increase in student fees. Proponents have stated that the $3 students would have to pay can be refunded if students do
not want to participate.
Rec Center: In March 1982, the Rec Center won approval of voting students. Since
then, however, it was discovered that the estimate of the building costs was in error.
Opponents now argue that what the students voted for last March is no longer what was
promised, especially since the pool and other facilities were dropped until funding
could be found in the future. Proponents believe the Rec is still a viable plan which will
benefit the university. Students are now paying $10 a semester for the Rec; this fee can
increase as much as $40 in the future.
San Carlos Street: The University’s master plan calls for the closure of the street,
from Fourth to 10th streets, which will then be turned into a pedestrian mall. Proponents cite safety reasons and the need for more parking spaces. Opponents argue that
the city is against the closure and it would displace traffic.
Athletic Funding: Since students are paying a $5 fee for intructionally-related activities, opponents believe that students should have a say as to whether these funds
should be allocated to inter-collegiate athletics. Proponents argue that the disproportion of these funds allocated to athletics as compared to other instructional programs
is fair since athletics provide valuablepublic relations and other benefits.
Fee Increases: Proponents are arguing for a tax increase, especially "sin taxes,"to offset more fee increases next semester. Opponents say that more taxes should
not be levied.
Aid/draft: A new law which will go into effect July 1 requires male college students to indicate whether they have complied with Selective Service registration requirements or they will not receive financial aid. Proponents believe draft resistors
should not be given federal aid. Opponents argue that the law is in violation of students
rights and that the government is unfairly picking on college students when this group
is not the only group resisting the draft.

Cal State Directors Office
By Bob Teeter
The A.S. Director of Cal State Affairs acts as the representative from San Jose State to the California State
Students Association. He or she also acts as representatve
to the other 18 CSU campuses. The director makes a report back to the A.S. board.
The two candidates vying for the position are Krista
Coutts and Larry Narachi.
Krista Coutts is running for A.S. Director of Cal State
Affairs on the YESS (Your Effective Student Support)
party ticket. She is a radio and television broadcasting junior.
Coutts has worked as Promotion Director of KSJS for
two years, an intern with KNTV’s Community Affairs Department, a cheerleader for 10 years and a worker with
Freshman Orientation.
Q: What is your position on CalPIRG?
A: CalPIRG, as far as I know, we’re going neutral. I
haven’t really researched it.
Q: What is your opinion of the Rec Center?
A: We’re for that. We would like to see if there would
be some other way to fund it and if another location could
be found. The parking would not be too good. For myself, I
would pay for it.
Q: What is your opinion of the proposed closing of San
Carlos Street?
A: I think they were in favor of that. I think it would
bring a closer-type atmosphere between the dorms and
the rest of the campus.
41: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in
the Academic Senate giving students more control over
instructional funds going to athletic?
A: I’m in favor of athletics, but I’d like to see their
budgets. I know some of the coaches get a lot of money.
We get a lot of TV residuals $60,000 a game, $100,000 for
one game last year. I wondered where that money went.
Q: What is your opinion of the fee increases this semester and next and the possibility of balancing the state
budget through taxes on "sin items," such as alcohol and
cigarettes?
A: Personally, I’m in favor of that, because I don’t
smoke or drimk a lot.
Q: What is your opinion of linking financial aid to
whether eligible students have signed up for the draft?
A: If I was a man, I always thought I would be for
that.
Q: Are there any other issues you would like to bring
up?
A: No.
Larry Narachi is running for A.S. Director of Cal
State Affairs on the PSP (Progressive Students Party)
ticket. He is an Environmental Studies senior.

He describes himself as a "true activist, a qualification he said is necessary for the position. He has been involved with the University Committee in Solidarity with
El Salvador, Students for Peace, the marching band and
organizing for Womyn’s Week and better child care.
Q: What is your opinion of (’alPIRG?
A: As an individual, I support them.
Q: What is your opinion of the Rec Center?
A: I agree with the idea of a REC center. ( But ) I think
we should study it better.
Q: What is your opinion of the proposed closing of San
Carlos Street?
A: I think it’s a noble idea.
Q: What is your opinion of the resolution introduced in
the Academic Senate giving students more control over
instructional funds going to athletic?
A: I think it’s a good resolution. More student control
is the important word.
Q: What is your opinion of the fee increasesthis Semester and next and the possibility of balancing the state
budget through taxes on "sin items," such as alcohol and
cigarettes?
A: I believe that the state Legislature should not balance the budget on the backs of the students. That’s the
reason they’ll dump it on us, because. . . we’re not organized enough. I think we should investigate a state loterry
or a rise in the gas tax. A luxury tax would be good on cars
over $20,000 and yachts and jewelry. I’m opposed to cutting any university programs.
Q: What is your opinion of linking financial aid to
whether eligible students have signed up for the draft?
A: That’s discriminatory. Students that need financial aid must sign up whereas students who don’t, have a
choice. That is discrimination based on income. It’s a violation of free speech because students who need financial
aid don’t have a choice to express their opposition to the
draft if they have any.
Q: Are there any more issues you’d like to bring up?
A: We’re opposed to tearing down the buildings ( near
Fourth and San Carlos streets). We’re going to take issue
with the fact that the football building isn’t being torn
down, when its in the middle of the others. It’s gong to cost
$70,000 to tear the buildings down. That building ( the Environmental Studies building) really centralizes our department. I think it’s a way to decentralize these groups
because they’re radical departments (such as the AfroAmerican Club and the Women’s Center).
We only have facilities for 60 children. We should be
able to provide child care because the students are getting older.

Director of Student Services Candidates
By Janet Cassidy
The office of Associated Students director of student
services involves being a liaison to the Student Services
division of SJSU, the Student Union board of directors,
and the office of Student Programs and Services.
Two SJSU students, Tony Bolivar of the Progressive

Bug Problems?

Student party and Dean Chesnut of the Your Effective
Student Support party, will vie for the office.
Bolivar, a Music senior, was vice president of the Associated Students of Barstow Junior College, and president of the Black Student Union.
He is currently the chairman of the African Awareness planning committee, and a peer adviser at Project
ASPIRE.
Q: How do you feel about establishing an SJSU chapter of talPIRG, a state state-wide college consumer
group that will raise students’ fees by $3?
A: Well, basically I’m taking a neutral stand. It depends on how a majority of students vote. I talked to some
people on CalPIRG research, and they seem dedicated to
working for the students and addressing some of their
concerns.
Q: How do you feel about the Rec Center and the
changes that have been made to compensate for an error
in building costs, i.e. the deletion of the swimming pool?
A: I feel that this is tough. I think, from the vote last
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time, that if we another vote right now it would be overwhelmingly against the Rec Center. I’m in favor of pursuing it. We need to take a public opinion poll of what the
majority of students think.
Q: How do you feel about SJSU’s present method of
athletic funding? Do you support the recent Academic
Senate resolution calling for more student control over
the money that goes to athletics?
A.I feel athletics and the athletics department are
fine as far as public relations, and community involvement with San Jose is active. But I feel students should
have a voice, if the athletics department is to receive as
large a percentage of the Instructionally Related Activities.
Q: Would you support levying a"sin " tax on cigarettes and alcohol to off-set more SJSU fee increases?
A: I am opposed to fee increases, and I think we
should investigate other ways of funding SJSU. If it’s the
only alternative, then I think sin taxes area good idea, because these( cigarettes and alcohol) are unnecessary.

Womyns Week
continues its week long celebration
on politics & lifestyles
MARCH 9
Tina Fishman, Revolutionary -activist
1-2 pm, Amphitheater

MARCH 10
"Take Back the Night" March & Rally
march: 8-9 pm, Amphitheater
rally: 9-10 pm, SU Ballroom

MARCH 10
All Day Summer Job Fair
Career Planning & Placement Center
funded by Assoc. Students

Q: Do you support the new law requiring male SJSU
students to register for the draft before receiving any financial aid?
A: I’m personally for students not resisting the draft,
but I don’t feel it is up to SJSU’s financial aid office to do
what the government should be doing. And I feel that it is
attacking one group, that of male college students who
haven’t registered.
Chesnut, a communications junior, has owned and operated his own landscaping business, in which he balanced his own books and handled the hiring and firing of
employees.
He is currently on the Associated Students Budget
Committee, and a member of the SJSU Forensics team.
Q: How do yo feel about establishing an SJSU chapter
of (’alPIRG, a state-wide college consumer organization
that will cost SJSU students a $3 increase in fees?
A: We’re( YESS party) taking a "no" stance on that.
It’s a privately organized function not funded by A.S. The
students will have to vote on that themselves.
Q: How do you feel about the Rec Center and the
changes that have been made to compensate for an error
in building costs, i.e. the deletion of the swimming pool?
A: It represents what the students want. We’re
looking for alternative types of funding. We’re definitely
into putting it in a new location.
Q: How do you feel about the present method of athletic funding? Do you support the recent Academic Senate
resolution calling for more student control over the
money that goes to athletics.
A: I’m for helping athletics to become self-supporting,
Q: Do you support increasing taxes such as "sin"
taxes on cigarettes and alcohol, to off-set more SJSU fee
Increases?
A: I’m for a sin tax if it’s going to hold tuition down
and would be used as an alternative source of funding.
California is also talking about using a state lottery system for funding. I’m for that, too.
Q: Do you support a new law requiring male SJSU
students to register for the draft before receiving any financial aid?
A: No comment.
1
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Wacky cartoons
and crazy balloons,
a hobby for clowns
Text by Mike Betz Photos by Marian Schmidt
Cartooning, ballooning and clowning are among the
many traits that Morris Katzoff and Ralph Semon use to
charm adults and children alike.
Katzoff and Semon work in the SJSU duplication center, but once in their costumes, they become "Moe" and
"Mickey" the clowns.
Katzoff combines the art of clowning and the art of
cartooning, while Semon ties in the arts of clowning and
ballooning.
"I am noted for drawing cartoons on the spot," Katzoff said, as he draws an excellent cartoon of a spaceman
in a matter of seconds.
"That’s what makes me unique as a clown," Katzoff
said with a smile.
Semon is learning the art of clowning he explains,
pointing to a box of balloons and clown paraphernalia on
his desk.
Semon appeared with Katzoff at the Summer Job
Fair parade. It was his first public performance as a
clown.
"Clowning for me is an act of love," Katzoff said.
"It’s probably the highest high you can ever conceive
of," he said.
Katzoff and Semon, who are natives of Massachusettes, said performing as clowns is an outside hobby.
They shy away from the thought of making a living as
clowns.
They contend that once a clown turns his hobby into
work, the fun is often lost.
For instance, Semon has a brother who works 16
hours a day as a clown for "The Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey Circus." After working those long
days, Semon said his brother now looks at clowning as a
job rather than fun.
Morris Katzoff got his clowning inspiration from his
brother Jay, who performs as "Goobie" the clown. Jay
started as a magician and he and Morris are fond of the
theme, "Field the magic and share the joy of laughter."
Together, the Katzoff brothers formed "The Rubber
Nose Review" to offset the expensive cost of clowning as
a hobby.
For example, two clown shoes cost about $100 apiece,
a clown wig costs about $35 and a clown hat costs about
$20.
As part of "The Rubber Nose Review," the Katzoffs
purchased a "wacky, old Lincoln Continental."
In addition, Morris Katzoff does charity shows for the
Shriners.
When Katzoff appears as a Shriner clown, however,
any money made goes to the organization, normally to the
Shriner hospital in San Francisco.
Katzoff said high demand for his services led to the
formation of "The Rubber Nose Review," as well as the
desire to defray expenses.
He also said when he appears for private functions,
such as birthday parties, he uses a different costume than
the one he uses as a Shriner clown.
"1 make sure the shrine always comes first," Katzoft
said. He added that charity always takes preference over
other events, such as birthday parties.
Katzoff called clowning a "hobby that pays for itself."
"You’re looking for an audience and in the process
you make a lot of people happy," he said.
As a clown. Katzoff has done charity shows for girl

scouts, the special olympics for handicapped children.
San Jose City College and children’s hospitals.
Among the charity appearances, Katzoff reserves
some time at Christmas for the Los Gatos Camel Herders,
who sponsor a cripled children’s Christmas party.
In regards to performing at the party, Katzoff said,
"First you see them as criples, but the joy on their faces
makes you light up."
Katzoff has also done a show on the USS Coral Sea,
while it was docked in San Francisco Bay. He said clowning takes up most of his weekends, which are often booked
three months in advance.
Both Katzoff and Semon said clowning is exhausting
because "you always have to be energetic and happy."
Just putting on make-up can take from 35 to 90 min
utes depending on the extent of the make-up job.
As the interview concludes, Semon not wanting to bc
outdone by Morris Katzoff craftily creates a red-apple
balloon, complete with a green stern, in a matter of sec
onds.
He said because Morris Katzoff demonstrated his
cartooning, it was only right that he demonstrate his ballooning.

Above right, Morris Katzoff clowns around. Above, Jay "Goobie" Katzoff fixes Morris’ tie, while Frank Wong alias "Skeeter the Clown" zips him up. Above left, Ray Semon.
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Intramurals stress fun, not just winning
By Dean Kahl, Special to the Daily
A quarterback calmly drops back to pass, but is
suddenly scrambling for dear life. Running hard, he
avoids his opponents and lofts a wobbly pass to an
unguarded teammate in the end zone. Touchdown. The
receiver and the quarterback jump up and down and
exchange "high fives," rejoicing over a last -second
victory.
Does this sound like a scene from a college football
bowl game of NFL playoff? Maybe, but this quarterback
and receiver wore no pads and their "flags" were still in
place.
The field wasn’t marked off by wide, chalky sidelines
and goalposts, but by orange, cone-shaped pylons. Hardly

both aspects."
By satisfying both ot these requirements, students
have recently flocked to intramural activities. According
to Vadney, the increase has been tremendous, and all of
the intramural facilities are being used to their maximum
capacities.
"Last ycal , ".1:7‘ hid 2 fIng ev,ihrit b.gmn And thin
year there were 24," Vadney said. "Also, our Turkey Trot
(a 2.3 mile run in November) had 20 people two years ago,
50 last year and 85 this year on a drizzly, lousy day. The
participation is definitely up."
Why has there been this recent influx of students in
the intramural program?

"There’s the competitive people interested in
organized sports with referees and then there’s
those who want the fun, exercise and experience of
meeting new people. Intramurals tries to
offer both aspects."
intramural director Pete Vadney
the makings for a college or pro football stadium
Instead, this was the scene at the South Campus fields
of SJSU and the participants were members of the
University’s intramural program. However, SJSU’s intramural program is much more than flag football.
"What the students want is what we tend to provide,"
said Pete Vadney, SJSU’s intramural director and interim coordinator of leisure services. An SJSU graduate,
the 31 -year-old Vadney has headed the intramural
program for the past two years.
"Intramurals have probably existed since the ’40s,
but they’ve been termed ’leisure services’ since 1972," he
said. Prior to that, these activities and functions were
under the "human performance, athletics and intramural
classification," according to Vadney. They are run by
funds supplied by Associated Students, and the Miller
Brewing Company supplies T-shirts for winners of
varioius sports.
At SJSU, the leisure services have experienced a
rapid growth in participants over the past two years,
Vadney said. With sports ranging from inner tube water
polo to badminton and divisions of men’s, women’s and
coed, it’s easy to see the wide variety of involvement by
the students. Vadney pointed out a few reasons for this
involvement.
"There’s two scopes of people who play intramural
sports," Vadney said. "There’s the competitive people
who are interested in organized sports with referees, and
then there’s those who want the fun, exercise and experience of meeting new people. Intramurals tries to offer

"I played organized sports in junior high, high school
and junior college," said Ron Ellis, 22, a math-computer
science major. "I miss sports. Intramurals is now the only
access I have."
Ellis tried out for the SJSU football squad as a walk-on
in the spring of 1982, but since he wasn’t of scholarship
status, he quit the team. This year, he has played intramural flag football, as well as basketball.
"Sports is like a drug and I’m addicted," he said.
However, Ellis is not alone in his love affair with
sports.
"I’ve always enjoyed playing sports," said Wayne
Lutje, 22, an engineering major and member of "The
Executives" of the A-league of intramural basketball.
"Almost everyone I know in the league played ball in
high school." he said. "I love to compete and intramurals
also takes my mind off school."
Although intramurals lure ex-high school athletes like
Ellis and Lutje, they also attract the not -so-obvious
athletic specimens as well. Students of all shapes and
sizes compete -- short and tall, male and female.
"We had a female powder-puff football league this
past season," Vadney said, "and it worked out pretty well.
In every sport, we have men’s and women’s categories.
"For a lot of these people, intramurals is a fantasy
thing. It’s a chance for a guy to be something big in front
of his friends or girlfriend," he said.
So not only are the intramurals for the students who
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night. The eighth annual
tournament will be played
next Thursday through
Saturday at the Forum in
Inglewood, Calif.
UNLV, 15-1 in league
play and 25-2 overall, faces
Pacific, 4-12 in conference
action and 7-20 on the season, at 7 p.m., PST on
Thursday.
In other first -round
games Thursday, secondplace Fullerton State, ( 123, 21-5), meets seventhplace Long Beach State ( 610, 12-15) at 9 p.m.; thirdplace Utah State (10-6, 207) faces sixth-place San
Jose State ( 7-9, 13-141 at 2
p.m., and fourth-place
Fresno State (8-7, 17-9)
takes on fifth-place UC Ir-

vine ( 8-8, 16-111 at 4 p.m.
The tournament semifinals will be played Fr) day night with the lowest
remaining seed facing the
highest remaining seed at 7
p.m., and the other two
teams squaring off at 9
p.m.
The
championship
game will begin at 1 p.m.
on Saturday.
The conference season
has been completed with
one exception Fullerton
plays at Fresno State on
Sunday afternoon.
Last-place UC Santa
Barbara didn’t qualify for
the tournament. The Gauchos finished with a 1-15
league record and a 7-20
overall mark .

Vadney, however, doesn’t heavily emphasize winning. Instead, he views intramurals as a social function,
"Winning is great, but sometimes you’d be surprised
who wins," Vadney said. "I’ve thrown novice teams
together that have won intramural championships. The
winners usually just have the right chemistry. It’s the
right people blending well together."
If there is one problem the intramural program has, it
would be maintaining and training the officials to referee

"Hefting intramurals is good training for students,"
Vadney said. He also noted that the intramural program
is operated totally by the students. Although Vadney is in
charge of the administrative aspects, he said that the
students "run the show.
"Sometimes we’ll be training a student for officiating
and he might make a minor error or two," Vadney said.
"Sometimes the players don’t understand that, but they
generally realize that it’s that official or no official at all.
Overall, they do a good job and they have a good track
record."
Whether the involvement in intramurals is for athletic
or social reasons, Vadney viewed the continuing success
of the leisure services program in an optimistic light.
"Most of these sports started small and then boom!
They all started growing," Vadney said. "Word-of-mouth
advertising got around and intramurals really got going.
"I totally back the enthusiasm -- as long as it’s
positive," he said. "Students need something outside id
the ups and downs of school life."

Spartan seniors will go to national finals
By David Berkowitz
Judo coach Yoshiro Uchida had a chance to look over
his top talent Sunday when SJSU hosted the Northern
California Senior Judo Championships.
The usually dominant Spartans held true to their
reputation as seniors Bobby Berland ( 209 lbs. weight
class), Erick Namba, 11321, Rod Conduragis (142), Teri
Takemori ( women’s 123), and Christine Penick all captured first place honors, qualifying them for championship competition matches in Los Angeles next month
and the Pan American finals in Caracas, Venezuela in
August, Uchida said,
"They will be upholding the reputation of the U.S.,"
Uchida said confidently. "They do well."
Following Sunday’s match, Uchida decided to send
Namba, Conduragis, Takemori, and Penick to the
championships along with the second place winners from
Sunday’s match, seniors Mike Caithmer (189), and Mark
Chinen (172). Heavyweight Damon Reeve, who did not
participate in Sunday’s match because of a knee injury,
and Mike Swain (156), who was resting up from a previous
competition, will also join the championship team,
For Caithmer arid Berland, there could be problems
in the upcoming championships. Each of them have been
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"You see people everywhere jogging and being
athletic these day," Vadney said, "and students are
getting increasingly more active, too. They need
something outside their academic lives.
"In intramurals, students can share an interest with a
common group," he said. "In basketball, we run three
levels of competition -- A, B and C leagues. A-league is
highly competitive. There’s a lot of arm -tangling and
bodies wrestling around. They play hard to win."

games, Vadney said. Although they are paid $4.25 a game,
scarcity has been a minor hindrance.

Track. Spartans navel to the Waver:try of Nevada. Reno

Galt. Rancho Meseta on/national two days).
Basketball. PCAA tournament [three days) it nglewood, SJSU rerses Utah State

1at
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miss high school athletics -- like Ellis and Lutje -- but
also for the ones who never quite "made it." In addition,
Vadney observed the different avenues that students are
now using for athletics.
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defeated by Stockton’s Tommy Martin who will probably
face one of them again. Martin defeated Caithmer on
Sunday and Berland at last month’s Pan American finals.
Erick Namba beat out teammate Ricardo Dorrego for
the lone 132 lb. weight spot. According to Uchida, the
decision on who to send to Los Angeles had to be made, so
he had both of them square off Sunday.
The team as a whole should take a big advantage into
the match. Predominantly seniors, the Spartans have
been national champions 20 out of the last 21 years, the
only loss coming in 1980, according to Uchida.
Judo at SJSU kicked into gear in 1953, Uchida said,
when the university hosted the first Amateur Athletic
Union ( AAU ) championships. Prior to that, judo was only
offered to "police students."
Since its beginning, the Spartan squad has become
what is probably the most powerful collegiate judo squad
in the nation. So powerful intact, that Uchida said they
have stopped compiling team statistics and concentrated
on the individual team members.
"We used to compile team points," Uchida said, "but
we dominated the other teams so much. We didn’t want to
embarrass the other teams."
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Steel bridges strengthen floor
By Carrie Hagen
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The steel beams, or plates, were 8 inches wide and an
inch and a half thick, Orbach said. They were welded together, but the welds were not "total fusion" welds, as
TN Lin required. The welder, Orbach said, "merely
welded around the edge of the plate."
Because Orbach wanted to finish the job before school
started in January, T.Y. Lin came up with a "quick fix solution."
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"The solution that they liked was simply to put little
steel bridges across the joists," Orbach said.
The bridges hold the joists in place and stops them
from deflecting, Orbach said.
Dancing in the ballroom had been prohibited since
last spring. At the time the action was taken, the floor was
swaying and rocking. Orbach said he was not sure if the
floor would have collapsed without the renovation.
"There certainly were some hairline cracks appearing in the concrete," Orbach said. "It’s something we
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By Denice Chambers
Where is Setzuan? Are there any good women there?
No, this is not some corny bumper sticker that whizzes
past on the freeway.
"The Good Woman of Setzuan" is the University
Theatre’s latest production in its spring series. It will
open Friday, March 11, at 8:00 p.m.
Susan Hargrave, an SJSU drama professor, is directing the cast of 29, as they weave Bertolt Brecht’s tale
about people on the edge of survival, caught in the neverending struggle between good and evil.
Hargrave said there will be no "flat" or "uninterestmg" characters in the production.e His lessons will be de-
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call Domenick Forchi at
379-2138.

in ADM 206. For more information, call Dr. Patrick
Hamill at 277-2949.

The meteorology department will have a seminar
on "Air Pollution Modeling" at 4 today in DH 615.

The Bluegrass Club will
have a general meeting at
5 p.m. today in the S.U. Pacheco Room. Call Jim
Puzar at 253-8149 for more
information.

The Akbayan FilipinoAmerican Club will have a
general meeting today at
130 p.m. in IS 113. The Cultural Night on May 7 will
be discussed.

Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring a seminar on "How to
Make the Most of Your
Taxes" at 2 today in BC
004. For more information,

The Community Committee for International Students will provide services
for international students
from 2 to 3 p.m. Thursday

The Arnold Air Society is
sponsoring a blood drive
today and the rest of the
week between 10 a.m. and 4
p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Room.

ic
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He said they tried to get rid of as many of the joists in
the ceiling as they could.
"I thought it was a disaster before we started the
job," Orbach said.
Orbach said that his office donated their time and
services and didn’t charge the Student Union. The extra
cost came from the contractor who worked to cover the
joists.
"That was strictly our recommendation, not the contractor," Orbach said.
"I think it was an incredibly successful job," Orbach
said. "I’m very pleased with it, extremely pleased. And it
works."

livered with humor as well as anger, and a special liveliness that Hargrave brings from her long experience as a
professional mime.
The efforts of the cast and the director will be highlighted by set designs by Donamarie Reeds, light designs
by Kenneth Dorst, costumes by Elizabeth Pointdexter,
and the masks are designed by the actors themselves.
The production will also feature an original score for
gamelan, created by music student Quentin Jones.
Tickets for "The Good Woman of Setzuan" are from
$2.00 to $5.00 with special group rates available. Individual tickets will go on sale at the University Theatre box office Feb. 28. For more information, call 277-2777.

Join the On -Campus Community

MMINMEgiga TaufkasurVe
Wednesday Cinema
TONIGHT

SPARTAGUIDE
The Black Students of
Engineering will have a
general meeting at 6:30
p.m. in ENG 148.

"As long as you do not have large numbers of people
moving in unison, it would not have been a problem," he
added.
Another $1,000 of the extra cost came from the work
to make the cafeteria more appealing aesthetically.
"A thirty -inch steel beam is not thing of beauty, and I
was simply trying to integrate it into the existing design
as well as I could," Orbach said.

’Good Woman’ visits SJSU

GREEKS

ng
id.
?y

don’t want to know. We don’t want to find out."
Orbach said the problem was not a design error. He
said the code does not require impact loading.
"There’s a big difference between a thousand people
standing on the ballroom floor drinking tea and chatting
and a thousand people jumping up and down in unison,"
Orbach said. "It was not foreseen that would happen."

The ballroom floor renovation may have gone $3,000
over budget, but it was "an incredibly successful job,"
said Henry Orbach, associate executive vice president for
facilities development and operation.
T.Y. Lin International designed the renovation and
Rob Johnson Construction Company worked on the job.
Orbach says part of the extra costs came when welds
made in steel dampener beams failed to pass inspection
and T.Y. Lin was called back to come up with a solution.
The extra testing hours and work cost approximately
82,000.

KEVIN YEAGER
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A plus or minus may determine GPA
project
By Rochelle Fortier
Incoming SJSU students may soon see their B -plus
In tne report he notes 56 percent of the faculty did not
grade on their report card being figured into their grade return the questionaire: He said this can be interpreted to
point average as 3.3, instead of the 3.0 now given to all B mean that the faculty who did not return the report probagrades.
bly do not care.
The C-minus grade would be figured into the grade
point average as a 1.70, instead of the 2.0 now given to all
A random survey of 1,160 students was done in Dec.
C grades.
1982. There were 167 students who attended other schools
The Academic Senate will soon consider a resolution using the plus/minuses figured in the GPA. Out of this
that calls for modifying the grading system to count the group, 52 percent agreed that the plan should be put into
plus and minuses into the students’s GPA.
effect, while 19 percent gave no opinion.
Under the proposed system, an A -plus and an A would
But of the other 993 students who have never been
be worth 4.00; an A-minus 3.70; a B-plus 3.30; a B 3.00; a
B-minus 2.70; a C-plus 2.30; a C 2.00; a C-minus 1.70; a D- graded with plus/minuses figured into the GPA, 45 percent did not want it, and 20 percent neither agreed nor displus 1.30; a D 1.00; a 0-minus 0.70 and F 0.00.
The resolution was introduced into the senate in Nov. agreed.
Reed is a former San Bernardino State teacher where
1981 by Helmer Nielsen, mechanical engineering departthe plus/minuses were figured into the GPA.
ment chairman.
As an example, he pointed out that in a class last se"For people who are borderline students, the profesmester he figured 89 percent was a B-plus and a 77 persor might give a C minus instead of a D," he said.
cent was a B -minus.
Under the present grading system, students falling
If a student is disqualified, he or she needs to pass two
within those percentages
courses with a B grade. But if the student gets a C-plus, it
earn a 3.0.
"Simple justice says these students get what they would be worth 2.3, and would still help to bring up the
really earned," he said.
GPA, he said.
California State University schools such as
Under the present system,"a student may receive a
grade that doesn’t correlate with the worth of his effort,"
Bakersfield, Chico, Dominguez Hills, Humbolt state, San
Nielsen said.
Bernardino, San Diego, San San Francisco, and Sonoma
A survey taken in Dec. 1982 to Jan. 1983 showed out of are using the plus/minus system, he said.
the 383 usable questionaires (out of the 880 distributed to
regular faculty) 244 of them agreed the proposed grading
"It’s working out very well," said Bonnie Neumann,
system should be put into effect, according to a prelimi- dean of undergraduate studies at San Diego State. "I
nary report by Jerry Reed, a Marketing and Quantitative came after the change and I’ve heard nothing negative
studies professor.
about it."
His market research classesdid the survey as a class
San Diego started using the plus/minus system added

Fraternities give $100
to YESS election fund
By Mike Holm
The Inter-Fraternity Council has taken sides in the
upcoming Associated Students elections by contributing
to the Your Effective Student Support party.
IFC decided by nearly unanimous vote to give $100 to
YESS for its A.S. election campaign fund. The lone dissenting vote came from Sigma Alpha Epsilon, A.S. President Tony Anderson’s fraternity.
Robert Musil. the YESS candidate for A.S. president,
spoke at Monday’s meeting. He said IFC has an interest
in helping the YESS ticket in order to assure "continued
Greek representation on the (AS.) board of directors."
Representatives from the 15 houses making up the
council wanted to know what YESS could offer the fraternities. Musil said because the party is made up mostly of
Greeks and dormitory residents, this should encourage
A.S. to pay attention to the demands of the fraternities on
campus.
YESS currently has six fraternity and sorority members on its slate, along with six dorm residents and three
commuters, according to Stephanie Duer, A.S. director of
non-traditional minority affairs, and the YESS party’s
candidate fordirector of communications.
Homecoming, "Greek Week" and similar events of
special interest to Greeks would receive continued support, Musil said.

SAS11.
PRIZE
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

ESSAY CONTEST
In recognition of Foreion Lanauoae Week
jMarch 7-13k the Department of Foreign Languages, SJSU, will award a prize of S50.00 to the
SJSU undergraduate submitting the best essay on
the subject: "Should Young Americans Learn
Foreian Lcmouodes ?" Entry deadline: 5
p.m., April 15, 1983 For entry blanks and information come to:
Department of Foreign Languages SH 301

Musil was also questioned about recent charges
against A.S. president Tony Anderson brought by the A.S.
board of directors.
The board currently has seven YESS party members
on it.
Damon Keeve, Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s IFC representative, said he is against giving the party money because
of its actions against Anderson, who ran for office last
year as an independent.
Keeve said board members affiliated with YESS
were taking advantage of the charges against Anderson
to help their own election chances.
Musil disagreed. The controversy surrounding the
charges that Anderson misused A.S. funds has brought
the party more bad publicity than good, Musil said. Waiting until after the elections would have been a "cover
up," he said, so the board was obligated to come forward.
Several IFC members compared the board’s situation to the Watergate scandal of ten years ago, saying that
waiting to make the charges could have hurt the board’s
credibility, and A.S. in the eyes of the student body.
YESS is the only alternative to the Progessive Students Party, Musil said.
The PSP is a coalition of minority, feminist and propeace groups including candidates from the Wornen’sCenter, Students for
Peace and the All African
Revolutionary
People’s
LABORATORY
Party.
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in with the GPA in 1979
Shc did point out some problems. Some students misinterpret the grading needed for a course taken under
pass/fail. A student must get a C to pass, not a C-minus.
Neumannn also said it is sometimes hard for a teacher to do an evaluation, and the records office has trouble if the GPA generated by the computer has more than
two places after the decimal point because their computer can only handle one place.
At San Diego State, the faculty has the option of using
plus/minus, Neumann said.
"Faculty members who are using it should tell the
students," she said. "Policy assumes most faculty aren’t
using it, but I think they are."
If SJSU adopts the grading system, Reed said the fatuity who will actually use it will be the ones who decide it
is not much work.
If a faculty member did not want to cooperate with
the proiiosed plus/minus system, they could just continue
giving the A,B,C, etc., said Louie Barozzi, chairman of
the senate’s instructional and research committee and an
SJSU counselor.
Professors now have the option of giving plus/minuses, but they are not reflected in the GPA.
Under the proposed resolution, "one could get a Cminus in every class but not have a 2.0 to graduate," Barozzi said.
However, a borderline student could get a C-minus in
one class and could make it up with a C-plus in another
class in order to maintain a 2.0, he said.
With the current grading system, )A4.0, B3.0, C2.0,
D1.0) a student whoreceives a D would have to make it up
with a B in another class to maintain a 2.0, he said.

Continued trom per 1
television have convinced
her daughter that she
should be living like the the
television family "The
Brady Bunch," Fishman
said.
homes
Conservative
such as her ex-husband’s,
"don’t teach kids where
the riches in this country
come from," she said.
Rive has been given
the impression that to oppose the government is
dangerous, she added.
Living without Riva
has been a struggle. Fishman said, "but it’s also
been a learning experience
to see how custody is used
against women who step
out of traditional boundries."
She said she is still
upset about December’s
ruling and hopes that her
presentations
speaking
will draw support in preparation for the next custody
hearing.
Fishman is working
with a group called the
"Committee Against the
Kidnapping of Mao Defendant’s Daughter" which
is trying to build support
for her case.
Fishman said she is
speaking at SJSU during
Womyn’s Week because

By Mark Sweeny
Students can still apply
for on-campus housing this
semester. There are nearly
15 openings in the seven

SJSU resident halls.
Cathy Curtin, assistant
housing director, said the
housing office is losing
mone from the vacancies
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your college ring Not lust any
ring a 14K Gold College Ring
..0011.
from ArtCarved The karat gold
jewelry that’s designed and handcrafted tor lasting value
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordable than you
think Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25 This offer is for a limited time
only so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice, the way you want it
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March 7-9, 10am-6pm,
Spartan Bookstore
1,4erl CIA, Amps Inc

she thinks the issue is important to people who are
interested in women’s concerns and looking toward
the future.
"Although
women
have families, they should
still be politically active,"
she said.
Fishman’s speech is

Nothong else feels Ike real gold

Title 5, the administrative code for California State
universities and colleges, says a campus may use plus
and minus in combination with letter grades and may
compute grade point averages taking plus and minues
values into account. It also says no grade point value can
be less than zero or greater than 4.0.
If plus/minus is ever adopted, it might have satisfied
Laura Hylton, a communicators students who sued SJSU
in 1981 for 6125,000 because she received a B-plus instead
of an A-minus. However, she had taken the class in 1979.
She contended the professor did not stick to the green
sheet policy.
In April 1982, Santa Clara County Superior Court
judge William Fernandez ruled Hylton had no contractual
right to a grade.

one of 58 programs being
presented during Womyn’s
Week.
Womyn is spelled with
a "y" instead of an "e" to
emphasize the individuality of women and that they
are independent of "men", said Karen Hester,
ell coordinator of the Worn -

en’s Center who is sponsoring Womyn’s Week.
Womyn’s Week is designed to provide many difof
perspectives
ferent
Deborah
said
women,
Holmsterom, head organizer of the event.
"It’s important for
women to have a time of
their own," she said.

Wornyn’s Week
Wednesday: A day of politics, March 9:
The Power Pinch, A film on sexual harassment, Helena Lee, speaker
Third world women as social change
10-ham.
agents, Bea Robinson, speaker
A people in struggle, EugeGuatemala
11 a.m.-12 p.m.
nia Gonzalez, speaker
US/USSR relationism, Condoleeza Rice,
12-1 p.m.
speaker
when politics enter in,
Child custody
1-2 p.m.Tina Fishman, speaker, Amphitheatre
Press conference
2 p.m. Women in high technology, panel dis1:30-3 p.m. cussion, co-sponsored with the Career
Planning and Placement center
Price of Change, film on Egyptian women
2-3:30 p.m.
with Nagat El-Sanabary, speaker, Council
Chambers
Puerto Rican women, slideshow.
3:30-5 p.m. Genesis/Genocide: Women for peace,
5-5:35 p.m.
Slideshow.
All events will be held in the Student Union Costanoan Room unless otherwise mentioned. Childcare will be provided for all night events by the San Jose Men’s Support
Group with a 48-hour notice. Call the Women’s Center at 277-2047.
9-loam.

which is approximately
one percent of open space
available.
She added she is unable to determine how
much money the housing
office will be losing until
the monthly occupancy report is filed.
A portion of the housing office’s budget is allocated monthly by the California State University
Chancellor’s office. Curtin
said since the money is
based on the number of
people living in the dormitories, the housing office
tries to maintain full capacity of 1,800 residents.
Curtin said the housing
fees for students applying
during the semester is prorated on a daily basis.
She added there is a
possiblity the vacancies
will be filled by the end of
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He said the computer program would have to be modified and documentation of the program would have to be
written, he said. It would take two months to do this.

Openings in dorms still need filling
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Of all the students surveyed, 65 percent disagreed
that would be less competition among students for
grades. 48 percent agreed they would have to work harder
to maintain the same GPA. 55 percent believed there
might be more student and instructor conflict over
grades.
It would cost $8,000 to change the computer system
over to include the grading change, according to Paul
Tsao, SJSU associate executive vice president of information systems and planning.

Fishman: ’politics of custody’

Happy Hour

Oh.

The survey also shows 52 percent of all students surveyed agreed the proposed system would be a better measure of their achievements.

the semester.
The housing office
staff has been trying to fill
the vacancies by advertising in the Spartan Daily,
and Curtin said the ads
have been successful.
She added, students
may want to live in the dormitories this semester to
get toppriority for housing
next semester.
Before the housing office staff accepts new residents next semester, "current residents have the
option of renewing their
housing contracts first,"
Curtin said.
She added that the
dates for accepting housing applications for the fall
semester have not been determined.
There are more vacancies for women than men.
Although Curtin said her
hypothesis may be sexist,
she said men are more inclined to have their cooking and cleaning done for
them while women are
raised to do household

tasks for themselves and
others.
The students are able
to chose which resident
hall they want to live if
there is an opening in that
dormitory.
Curtin
However,
added, even if a resident
does not live in the dormitory of his choice, he can
move into that residence
hall as soon as there is a
vacancy.
Curtin said residents
can cancel their housing
contracts until the end of
the semester for emergency reasons such as
withdrawing from school.
She added the students’ refunds are pro
-rated to the
number of days they lived
in dormitories.
Since the demand for
housing is less in the spring
semester, Curtin said there
are usually vacancies. She
said in the fall, transfer
students and high school
graduates are competing
for housing, and there is
usually a waiting list.

"MEET AND EAT"
12:00-1:30
Thursday, March 10th

featuring:

Dr. Raymond Miller
Health Center
SJSU
Camnus Christian Center
10th Et San Carlos
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